
Robert Smith 
Pt Sales Associate/Director

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To obtain an interesting position utilizing interpersonal skills, verbal 
communication, respect, privacy and work experience to grow 
professionally and enhance the corporate mission.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Pt Sales Associate/Director
ABC Corporation -   March 2014 – November 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Managed stock, partaked in sales floor operations, cash handled, 
customer service, and minored janitor duties Skills Strong 
communication attributes.

 Included maintaining full stock on the floor while also keeping up the 
customer satisfaction and making sure that every customer is met in a 
timely .

 Trained as an archery technician, hunting sales associate, gun range 
officer, camo-clothing sales associate.

 Cross training done as a cashier, CS representative, visuals worker, 
Fishing representative, and warehouse stocking.

 Operated cash register,assist customers,unload products,stock Skills 
Used communicating,teamwork.

 Worked amongst all departments to provide assistance with staff and 
members as needed Ensure that all merchandise is properly stocked 
and processed .

 Employeed of the month several months in a row.

Pt Sales Associate
Delta Corporation -   2010 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Depending on the shift I worked would mean different responsibilities, 
all together they included opening the store with setting out sales ads, 
newspaper, sales racks and readying a till for the day.

 Afterwards the morning shifts tended to any stocking for the front if on 
register or the back aisles if not on register or as an assistant register.

 Middle shift would do some lingering stocking but begin recovering and 
blocking the shelves before the last shift finished where middle shift 
started.

 At this point stocking stops in the early evening and recovery and 
blocking is focused on before the closing time brings everything back 
inside the store, the floors swept, bathrooms cleaned and restocked, 
counters wiped down, cigarettes counted and carts brought back.

 Once everything is cleared, the register is pulled and the safe has been 
accounted for, both the manager and the remaining staff leave 
together.

 In the midst of the day, go backs are taken care of at the end of each 
shift by those on register and the aisles are kept clear even during 
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft
PowerPoint, Etc., Good 
Communication.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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stocking for the customers.
 I have used my experience with sales to often sell a better product or 

sales items within the store that brought the business profit and the 
customer the best service available.

Education

n/a in Massage Therapy - 2008(Westside Technical Institute - Winter 
Garden, FL)
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